
Public Services meeting  
Friday, April 30th 11:00 am 

Attendance: Sheman Clarke, Marilyn Dueno, Dave Snyder, Mechele Romanchock 

 

Are we ready for finals?  
 Extended hours start tonight-Marilyn will out the sidewalk sign at Scholes to advertise.   
 Herrick: Coverage is good. 
 Scholes: Monday 3rd and Wednesday 4th need additional coverage, reminders will be 
sent to students. 

  
Senior sit down:  

 The senior week schedule is pending from Student Affairs and will be shared soon. We’ll 
pick a time after that. 
 We will meet over Zoom. 

  
Summer Coverage Schedule:  

 Aanu has been hired and will work 8am-1pm in the open library supporting front desk 
coverage, mail run and projects.  
 Mechele shared a draft staff schedule including remote days. 
 Mechele will make a more detailed schedule showing who is in what building when.  

  
Overnight quarantine  

 Overnight coverage can be put into place.    
 Change sign on carts and change the date written on the changeable sign. 

  
Discussion of make study rooms reservable in the future?  

 It could be nice to have the option of reservable study rooms, but not require they be 
reserved.  
 Have a form for both libraries like the one at Herrick.  
 Return to taking reservations for the previously reservable rooms. 
 Look at the Scholes study carrels and consider opening them to a wider group besides 
Graduate students. 

  
Discuss return of services:  
We will begin reintroducing services this summer and look at safely adding back services in a 
staged and reasoned manner. Even if masks and distancing are required in the fall, we will likely 
have freer movement throughout the buildings and open circulation of materials. Some 
services we might start with returning this summer include circulating reserve items, browsing 
the stacks and bringing items to the desk to check out.  
  
Tasks for next week:  
Test the LibPub/LibStu accounts  
Contact pending graduates who have items out to avoid a bill  
 


